
Unique drawer system for more space and overview



Elevator Pitch Over BEKS

Effortless 
storage

Why a drawer system?
Our drawer system is very different from the traditional brands of in-vehicle equipment. 

We work with drawers on the floor of the car, rather than racks against the side walls. This 

allows you to use the full width of the storage space. Our unique drawer system offers even 

more advantages:

Due to uneven loading, your car’s handling will 
be impaired. Moreover, the suspension and tyres 
are overloaded. The BEKS floor drawer system 
helps you achieve good and even loading of your 
bus.

In almost all situations, a drawer system is a 
better solution than wall shelving. Everything  
has a fixed place and you put extra materials 
on top of your drawer system, where you can still 
access access to your tools and parts.

If the height of the car is not sufficient to 
stand upright, access to the loading space is 
annoying and sometimes even painful. With 
our drawer system, your materials and tools 
are easily accessible from outside. That is 
ergonomics at its best!

Our drawer system is the lightest type of 
commercial vehicle equipment. Every kilo you 
carry too much with you, costs you 0.1 litres of 
fuel per every 100 kilometres you drive.

Even loading

I cannot reach my things

Standing straight

Fuel saving

Many company cars are cluttered due to a lack 
of clever storage space. As a result, you have to 
search for the right materials and tools before 
you can finally start the job. Do you recognize this 
problem? Then our unique drawer system as in-
vehicle equipment is the solution for you!



afbeelding

What makes 
BEKS so 
unique

Why BEKS?

Development of the first generation of BEKS drawer systems began in 2001. Due 

to the many positive reactions, BEKS continued to grow and develop the product 

further. To this day, the BEKS drawer system is the benchmark for the Mini, Compact 

and Midi segments. Moreover, this unique drawer system finds its way into many 

pick-ups and vehicles from the Maxi segment.

As a small organisation, we are flexible and can respond immediately to your specific 

needs and requirements. We also use state-of-the-art techniques and high-quality 

materials. As a result, our system is very light and very durable. Chances of defects are 

virtually nil.

We have dealers throughout Europe who will be happy 

to be at your service. They have extensive experience 

in installation of our drawer system and can fit out any 

commercial vehicles according to your wishes.

Unique drawer system

Our strength

This is how we work

Unique drawer conductors: 

NO telescopic drawer conductors on the side 

Patented locking system of the drawer

Specialism in floor drawer systems

Results in fuel saving or in larger 

action radius

Low weight

Aluminium (anodised), Stainless steel (inox) 

Steel components (thermally galvanised) 

Lightweight wood (mainly poplars)

Smart mix of materials

Depths from 60 to 90 > 60 kg per drawer 

Depth from 105 > 100 kg per drawer

High load capacity

Infinite combinations possible

Large assortment

Can be easily configured on our 

website

BEKS-wizard

The ordered equipment can leave the 

factory after 9 working days

Very short delivery times

Short assembly time; 

(module is delivered ready for assembly)

Easy to assembly

Absorbs the energy released in a 

collision.

Crash proof

Every extra 10 kg will cost 0.1 litre fuel 

per 100 km extra

Low ‘total cost of ownership’

Drawers can be configured according to 

your wishes and needs

Comprehensive accessory list

Can be easily transferred to 

another vehicle

Long longevity

Indestructible, the best 

drawer system in Europe

10-year warranty

More time for real work 

1 minute of searching will cost you and 

your customer 1 euro!

NO endless search for your stuff

No penetration of outside dirt 

Components cannot spring from drawer

Completely sealed all around



Endless possibilities
For Mechanics

Do you want an orderly cargo 

space in which you can easily 

store your tools easily store and 

retrieve your find them? Do 

you like to work efficiently and 

pleasantly, without constantly 

climbing in and out of your car? 

your car all the time? Discover 

the lightweight storage system 

from BEKS.

For Fleetowners

Ever since the early days of BEKS, 

customers with large fleets are 

important. The opportunities 

offered by BEKS for customers 

with large fleets own fleet are just 

bigger. For example different 

dimensions or specifications 

specifications, branding (your 

own logo and company colours) 

or fittings that are ready to use; a 

small selection of the possibilities 

offered by BEKS

For Veterinarians

Do you want a practice vehicle 

that is not only orderly and 

hygienic, but is also equipped 

with all conveniences? Such as 

a CoolBox with extra power 

supply, 230 volts for a printer, 

running water with drainage 

and the possibility of waste 

separation? Discover the 

lightweight AutoApotheek 

solutions for vets from  

BEKS-for-Vets.

For Police

For many years, Police Zones 

have found at home and 

abroad have found their way 

to BEKS. This is done mostly 

through specialised built-in 

partners. Companies that are 

fully dedicated to the total fit-

out of police and emergency 

service vehicles. BEKS is 

proud to to be part of such a 

conversion.

THE VAN ORGANIZER THE FLEET ORGANIZER

THE BLUE ORGANIZERTHE VETS ORGANIZER



We make
it fit

Dimensions.

In recent years, we have already designed commercial vehicle interiors for 

almost every profession. Our wide range of options is at your disposal to help 

you determine the most ideal fittings for you. Our range includes over 5.5 million 

different configurations!

Voor Pick-ups

Voor Personenauto’s

Voor Bestelwagens

(Mini, Compact & Midi) Voor Bestelwagens

(Maxi)

Configure your 
in-vehicle equipment

Would you like to put together your own van interior? Then get started with our 

our online wizard and design your personal in-vehicle equipment 

according to your wishes and insights.

With this online drawing tool, you can easily put together your in-vehicle equipment 

compose your in-vehicle equipment yourself. Every year, thousands of customers 

design the ideal fittings for their vans online.

Start now: wizard.beks-systems.co.uk



Accessories
Thought of everything.

In a commercial vehicle interior, you naturally need 
accessories. By cleverly increase the ease of use. 
Partitions, plastic trays and compartments 
in plastic or aluminium ensure even more 
overview. 

If you need a vice on a carriage or want to be able to 
need to wash your hands while on the move;  
BEKS the solution.

Various sizes

General accessories

Accessories for Veterinarians

Various sizes

Various sizes For the bottom of the drawer

Self-determining position Various sizes

Several locks 

possible with 1 key

Standard or with tension 

swivels

Extendable

Various models For 50, 100 or 250 ml bottles 4, 6 or 8 litres

Partitions Aluminium compartments

Compartment plastic Anti-slip mats

Length distribution Plastic crates

Locks Mounting sets

Vice slide

Coolbox Bottle compartments Waste bins



Interested?
Rely on our craftsmanship

Would you like more information about us or our drawer systems? 

Then contact us without obligation. You can reach us via the 

contact details below.

BEKS Systems 

Goudenrijderhof 8

5551 VJ  Valkenswaard

tel. +31 40 204 5052

www.beks-systems.com

info@beks-systems.com

More info: www.beks-systems.co.uk

Made in Holland


